Event
A monologue by John Clancy
A virtual reality production
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A man stands in a dark room, illuminated just by a single source of light. An
actor. He speaks about himself and about this event which we call »theater«
and which is subject to so many rules and rituals. He talks about it like a
researcher from another time, dissects the performance while it's still in its
creation. For what is this »theater« actually, and what is its purpose? Why do
the actresses and actors act as they were someone else; why do we, as the
audience (in Clancy's case: »the strangers«), watch the whole thing devoutly
in silence, and who holds the threads in his or her hand?
With »Event« the American playwright and director John Clancy created
a comic and at the same time deeply irritating and decepting monologue
about the mechanisms of theater. It comes as a clever play about appearance
and truth, about what theater can tell us about life. It is a text which makes
us – the audience – who seem to know the means and ways of the theater
lead behind the light.
House director David Ortmann extends Clancy's multi-layered monologue
to further (digital) levels and adds a 360° view which exposes and conceals
at the same time. The question his how do theater mechanisms function in
digital space? And who is actually watching and listening? At the interface
of theater and film aesthetics, we discover new ways of expression.
Technical realization
Our vr productions are technically realized (shooting, editing & production)
by the Heimspiel GmbH with which Staatstheater Augsburg has been working
closely together for years.
A camera combining six arranged lenses with an aperture angle of 200° each
records the performance. Afterwards all images are recorded by a special
software in such a way that the sequence of the images creates a stereoscopic
360° experience. All stagings also stand up to acoustically high demands due
to the binaural sound process.

